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WIRTH PROPERTY RECOMMENDATIONS

OCTOBER 2015

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TOWN SQUARE TASK FORCE &
NEIGHBORHOOD REPRESENTATIVES SUBCOMMITTEE

WIRTH PROPERTY RECOMMENDATIONS
The Strategic Plan for the City of Town & Country identified the lack of a “town center” as a
weakness. The area around Clayton and Mason Roads has been a public place for community
gatherings for over a century. The City of Town & Country purchased the Wirth property, which has
been an integral part of our town center since 1890, in December of 2014. The goal is to develop a
placemaking and strategic planning process that will promote the health, happiness, and well being for
all our residents and visitors. To that end, early in 2015 the Mayor appointed residents from throughout
the city to the Town Square Task Force and representatives of the immediately adjoining properties to
the Neighborhood Representatives Subcommittee. A series of open meetings were held to discuss what
development elements should be, and should not be, included in the project. At every meeting the
public was invited to comment on the project. Two well publicized public input sessions where held
and a Task Force link was established on the City’s website for public comments. At several meetings
both the Task Force and the Subcommittee reviewed all of the comments and jointly developed a list of
design elements. Four professional design firms where then invited to submit conceptual plans based
on the established criteria. At a joint meeting it was agreed that the conceptual plan submitted by M+H
Architects was the best overall concept. A few revisions to the plan where agreed to, and a revised
conceptual plan was prepared by M+H Architects. Both the Task Force and the Neighborhood
Representatives Subcommittee approved the final M+H Architects Conceptual Plan and are making the
following recommendations to the Mayor and Board of Aldermen:
1. That M+H Architects, Larry Mitchell Principal, be engaged as the design firm for the
development of the Wirth property.

2. That the M+H Revised Conceptual Design be adopted as the starting point for Board of
Aldermen consideration.

Alderman Skip Mange, Chairman of the Town Square Task Force and
Alderman Amy Anderson, Chairman of the Neighborhood Representatives Subcommittee
recommend that the following procedure be followed by the Board of Aldermen for
moving forward with the development of the Wirth property.
1. The staff, along with M+H Architects, prepares a detailed cost estimate of each design
element.
2. A traffic engineer is engaged to make a traffic analysis of the Mason and Clayton Road
intersection to include how the proposed Conceptual Plan for the Wirth property will affect
traffic flow.
3. The staff prepares a review of zoning requirements and mechanisms for the property for
consideration by the Board of Aldermen.
4. The staff prepares a Request for Proposals from commercial developers for the commercial
portion to be reviewed and approved by the Board of Alderman.
5. The Board of Aldermen reviews all financial aspects of the development, to include a selection
of a Development Proposal for the commercial portion, and approve a final conceptual
design.
6. Passage by the Board of Aldermen of an ordinance approving design and engineering contracts.
7.

Submission of Preliminary Site Development Plan to the Planning and Zoning Commission for
recommendations.

8. Passage of an ordinance approving the Preliminary Site Development Plan and zoning actions.
9. Passage of an ordinance approving an agreement with a commercial development firm.
10. Advertise for construction bids for the City’s portion of the property.
11. Passage by the Board of Aldermen of an ordinance approving a construction contract.
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TOWN SQUARE TASK FORCE AND
NEIGHBORHOOD REPRESENTATIVES SUBCOMMITTEE
REPORT WITH RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE USE OF
THE WIRTH PROPERTY

On November 24, 2014 the Board of Aldermen passed Ordinance 3864 (Exhibit 1) approving the
City’s purchase of 8.85 acres of land just east of the intersection of Clayton & Mason Roads known as
the “Wirth Property” (Exhibit 2).
On December 8, 2014 the Board of Aldermen passed Resolution R21-2014 (Exhibit 3)
establishing a Town Square Task Force, supported by a subcommittee of neighborhood representatives.
The Resolution stated the fact that the 1997 Strategic Plan for the City of Town & Country identified the
lack of a “town center” as weakness in the community, how the area around Clayton and Mason Roads,
formerly known as Altheim, Missouri, had been a public space for community gatherings for over a
century, and how the Wirth property has been an integral part of the center of Altheim-Town & Country
since 1890. The Task Force was charged with the responsibility of identifying and providing for a
variety of public forums, information exchanges and other communications to gain broad input from the
community regarding the best use of the Wirth property and any related subject or matter that would
enhance the concept of a Town Square in and around that area of Town & Country, consistent with the
nature and character of the community.
On January 12, 2015 the Mayor appointed, with the approval of the Board of Aldermen, eleven
residents from throughout the City of Town & Country to the Town Square Task Force (Exhibit 4).
Alderman Skip Mange and resident Leslie Yoffie were appointed Co-Chairmen. City Administrator
Gary Hoelzer and City Planner Melanie Rippetoe were designated to provide staff support.
The Town Square Task Force held its first meeting on January 29th at Longview Farm Park
(Exhibit 5). Mayor Dalton welcomed everyone and thanked them for their willingness to serve the city
on this Task Force. He outlined his vision for the development of a Town Square. Members introduced
themselves and told a little bit about their background. Alderman Mange gave a PowerPoint presentation
about the general history of the development of parks and trails in Town & Country. A discussion was
held outlining the process to be followed as the Task Force proceeds.
The second meeting of the Task Force was held on February 24th (Exhibit 6). They reviewed a
list of development possibilities that came from either past inquiries from developers, or more recent
ideas as a result of the city purchase of the property and several subdivision meetings for the Wirth
property. The Task Force eliminated a number of the items as possibilities and kept others for further
discussion (Exhibit 7). Various methods of obtaining public input were reviewed and agreed upon
(Exhibit 8). It was suggested by several members that a “Vision Statement” should be adopted. Some
members made suggestions to be reviewed at the next meeting.
Alderman Anderson and Mange met with each of the adjoining neighborhoods to explain the
process and asked them for suggestions about who should serve on the Neighborhood Representatives
Subcommittee. Then on March 24th the Mayor made his appointments to the Neighborhood
Representatives Subcommittee under the Chairmanship of Alderman Amy Anderson and the Board of
Aldermen approved them (Exhibit 9).

The third meeting of the Task Force was held on March 31 (Exhibit 10). Alderman Amy
Anderson spoke about the Neighborhood Representative Subcommittee and what roll they would play in
the process. A draft of the Town Square Vision Statement was discussed, revised, and approved
(Exhibit 11). The public input session dates were approved and it was agreed that a post card announcing
them should be mailed to all city residents (Exhibit 12).
The first meeting of the Neighborhood Representative Subcommittee was held on April 21st
(Exhibit 13). All of the members and staff were introduced, followed by an overview of the entire
process and relationship to the Task Force. A PowerPoint presentation was made about the general
history of the development of parks and trails in Town & Country. A discussion was held about the Task
Force recommendations regarding development of the Wirth property, to include their Vision Statement
and those development possibilities that have been rejected. The dates for the public forums were
announced.
The first of the two public input forums was held on Thursday, April 23rd. The second was held
on Saturday, May 2nd. A total of over seventy-five residents participated in one or both of the forums.
The forum was started with a PowerPoint presentation outlining the location and topography of the Wirth
property along with the Task Force adopted Vision Statement and development possibilities that they had
rejected. The residents then sat around eight person round tables to discuss among themselves what they
would like to see happen on the property. They filled out individual comment sheets and a table
summary sheet. One person from each table then stood up and summarized to the full room the specific
recommendations that their table had come up with. Time was then taken for individuals to make
comments. Later in the first week of May a summary was prepared of all of the public comments
(Exhibit 14) and provided to the members of the Task Force and the Neighborhood Representatives
Subcommittee.
The second meeting of the Neighborhood Representative Subcommittee was held on May 14th
(Exhibit 15). Summary sheets created from the comments and suggestions that came from the public
forums and online submittals were reviewed and discussed. The committee went through the entire
summary list and eliminated suggestions that they would be opposed to (Exhibit 16). They then
discussed what suggestions would be appropriate for the property. Suggestions included a park-like
environment in the rear of the property including a lake/retention pond to address ongoing storm water
problems and a limited commercial and gathering area on the front of the property.
The fourth meeting of the Task Force was held on May 28th (Exhibit 17). An overview of the
public forums and the outcome was given. The public forum summary sheet as revised by the
Neighborhood Representatives Subcommittee was distributed. Discussion ensued in regards to the
revised list and it was further narrowed. The Task Force agreed that there should be a park-like
environment in the rear of the property including a lake/retention pond to address ongoing storm water
problems and limited commercial and gathering area on the front of the property. There was discussion
about increasing the bufferyard along the perimeter in order to increase privacy and decrease the impact
on neighbors.
A joint meeting of the Task Force and the Neighborhood Representatives Subcommittee was held
on June 9th (Exhibit 18). Various sketch plans were reviewed that showed the front half of the property
with a commercial element and a community gathering space with the rear of the property as a park-like
environment. Discussion ensued about the details of bufferyards, size of commercial area and size and
location of parking and lighting. The need to get professional design firms to prepare a conceptual plan
for the property based on the agreed upon elements was discussed. The members concluded that it would
be best to limit the specifics in order to allow the creativity of the designs created by professionals. They
agreed that in the north section they would like an open gathering area, an area that could be used for

seasonal vendors, approximately 8,000 sq. ft. of restaurant/commercial and a connection to Mason
Woods Shopping Center. On the south of the property they agreed that the most important thing to
address was the ongoing storm water problem. Additionally, they would like to see water features, a
pavilion, picnic area, public restrooms and a trail. They also agreed upon the removal of invasive
vegetation and improvement of the existing bufferyard. A summary of these provisions was prepared
(Exhibit 19).
Resolution R19-2015 (Exhibit 20) authorizing the City Administrator to execute agreements with
four professional consulting firms for conceptual designs for the Wirth property in accordance with the
development concepts adopted by the Town Square Task Force was submitted to the Board of Aldermen
on July 27th. Some Aldermen expressed concern about the development concepts, the cost of the
development, and some zoning issues. The Resolution was continued to the meeting of August 24th in
order for a one-hour work session to be held to discuss the matter in more detail.
At the August 24th Board of Aldermen work session a PowerPoint presentation was given by
Alderman Mange and Alderman Anderson outlining the process followed by both the Task Force and the
Neighborhood Representatives Subcommittee and the recommendations that had been made to that point.
There was discussion about the design criteria possibly being too specific, about the potential cost of the
project, and zoning issues. The Resolution was passed during the regular meeting authorizing the City
Administrator to proceed with the conceptual design agreements. Subsequent to the meeting and before
agreements were executed, the design criteria was revised to become less restrictive in order for the
design firms to be more creative in preparing conceptual plans (Exhibit 21).
Statements of qualifications and interest in participation in the conceptual design process were
received from six design firms. After review and recommendation by the staff, both the Task Force and
the Neighborhood Representatives Subcommittee selected HOK, M+H Architects, SWT Design, and
Nafe & Associates to be the firms to be invited to submit conceptual plans. All of the plans were
received by the City on Friday, September 18th and distributed over the weekend to all of the members of
the Task Force and the Neighborhood Representatives Subcommittee. The submissions are attached as
HOK (Exhibit 22), M+H Architects (Exhibit 23), Nafe & Associates (Exhibit 24) and SWT Design
(Exhibit 25).
A joint meeting of the Town Square Task Force and the Neighborhood Representatives
Subcommittee was held on September 24th (Exhibit 26). All four conceptual plan submissions were
reviewed and discussed. There were aspects of each plan that some members liked and other aspects that
they did not like. The vast majority agreed that the best overall plan was the one submitted by M+H
Architects. However, there were certain features that the Task Force and Subcommittee thought should
be revised as shown in the recommendation section below (Exhibit 26). M+H Architects revised their
original concept plan to reflect the recommendations of the Task Force (Exhibit 27).
Some individual members of the Task Force and the Neighborhood Representatives
Subcommittee expressed some other ideas that were discussed by the group, but not included in the final
recommended revisions to the M+H plan. These are ideas that they would like the Board of Aldermen to
consider when finalizing the M+H Architects design as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Add some sort of covered area in the Town Square (B).
Add a fishing pier.
Add a fire pit.
Revise the orientation of the commercial buildings to give a more visual exposure over the lake to
the south.
5. Provide more outdoor dining area.

6. Move the pavilion from the west side down closer to the lake where the removed playground was
planned to be located.
7. Move the public restrooms (I) to the southeast corner of the Town Square (B) area rather than all
the way to the west pavilion (K) in order to be more accessible to the users of the
Town Square (B).
8. Prairie grass looks messy and would not have that tailored look that a nice park has. However, a
Monarch butterfly area would be a positive addition.

TOWN SQUARE TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

That M+H Architects, Larry Mitchell Principal, be engaged as the design firm for the
development of the Wirth property.

B.

That the following revisions be made to the original M+H conceptual design:
1. That the pedestrian entrance (E) from the trail on the north side of Clayton Road be placed in
a tunnel under Clayton Road rather than a surface crossing.
2. That the Discovery Statue & Water Jet Fountain (A) be moved south to the center of the Town
Square (B) to accommodate the entrance from the tunnel under Clayton Road (E).
3. That the Covered Stage (D) be removed.
4. That the Public Restroom (I) be moved to the west side of the property close to the
Pavilion (K).
5. That the Pavilion and Wirth House Patio (L) be removed.
6. That the Pavilion (K) along the south property line on the dam for the lake be removed.
7. That the Playground (S) be removed.
8. That the Wildflower Area (V) be converted into a Monarch Butterfly Garden.

The M+H conceptual design has the title “Discovery Park”. That was a name they used
because we asked that the “Discovery Statue” have a prominent location on the property. The Task
Force has no recommendation about the name. The Mayor and the Board of Aldermen will
determine the actual name that will be attached to the project.
The members of the Town Square Task Force and the Neighborhood Representatives
Subcommittee want to thank the Mayor and the members of the Board of Aldermen for this opportunity
to have input into the development of the Wirth property as part of a Town Square for our city.

ATTACHMENTS

Number
1
2
3
4
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8
9
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15
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19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
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Description
Ordinance 3864
Map of Wirth Property and Surrounding Area
Resolution R21-2014
Town Square Task Force Members
Town Square Task Force January 29, 2015 meeting minutes
Town Square Task Force February 24, 2015 meeting minutes
Development Possibilities
Public Input Methods
Neighborhood Representatives Subcommittee members
Town Square Task Force March 31, 2015 meeting minutes
Town Square Task Force Vision Statement
Post Card Announcing Public Input Forums
Neighborhood Representatives Subcommittee April 21, 2015 meeting minutes
Public Comment Summary
Neighborhood Representatives Subcommittee May 14, 2015 meeting minutes
Public Comment Summary of items eliminated as possibilities by the
Neighborhood Representatives Subcommittee
Town Square Task Force May 28, 2015 meeting minutes
Joint Meeting of Town Square Task Force and Neighborhood Representatives
Subcommittee June 9, 2015 meeting minutes
Design Criteria
Resolution R19-2015
Revised Design Criteria
HOK Conceptual Design
M+H Architects Conceptual Design
Nafe & Associates Conceptual Design
SWT Design Conceptual Design
Joint Meeting of Town Square Task Force and Neighborhood Representatives
Subcommittee September 24, 2015 meeting minutes
Revised M+H Conceptual Design
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City of Town and Country Town
Square
Vision
Repurposing the Wirth Property and redeveloping it as a part of the Town and Country Town Square is
unique in that it serves the interest of everyone. The redeveloped open space (park) does the
following:








Resolves issues at Mason Woods Village such as service vehicle turning movements and unsightly
views.
Allows for additional, complementary program uses such as retail and restaurant to occur in a
strategic location linking Mason Woods Village and the new park.
Respects interests and concerns of adjacent neighbors.
Resolves environmental issues such as storm water runoff rates and removal of invasive
species.
Connects and expands pedestrian and bicycle access to Longview Park, nearby institutions and
the Town and Country community.
Provides a prominent location to showcase the Discovery Statue.
Includes dynamic venues that are economically viable, will attract people of all age groups,
day or night, in all seasons, to come to the Town Square.

This concept preserves valuable open space as an asset for the City of Town and Country thus
maintaining the community’s reputation as a quality place to live, work, learn and play. Positioning the
8,000 square foot retail/restaurant development adjacent to Straub’s Market serves as a link between
Mason Woods Village and the new park. The new structure and its outdoor terrace will architecturally
complement Mason Woods Village, have an address on Clayton road, have immediate parking, and
provide exceptional views and access to the park. Additionally, the north face of the new structure
should align with the north face of Straub’s Market so that it truly is an extension of the Mason Woods
Village frontage and will have its own arrival and drop-off. By bending the building mass to the
southeast, the building gives way to a multipurpose/flexible outdoor space. The look and feel of this
outdoor space is envisioned to be similar to urban open spaces found in Europe where hardscape, softscape and shade act as one to provide a pedestrian friendly environment. It is in this space that events
such as a farmer’s market and/or pumpkin and Christmas tree sales can occur as well as serve as a
venue for Food Trucks to visit. The space is designed for ultimate flexibility and can accommodate the
loading and unloading of merchants wares (on the east side) and vehicular circulation. The outdoor
space also contains hardscape with a “pop-jet” interactive children’s fountain (on the west side of the
plaza near the retail/restaurant) and a small grass amphitheater for families and children at play and
also a place for outdoor learning. All activities that may produce undesirable noise and traffic are
located at the north of the property near Clayton Road. This is a location that ‘light-trespass’ should
not be an issue if events are held into the evening.
Parking is distributed in a manner that serves the retail/restaurant establishment and locates spaces
deeper into the park at the eastern edge negating the need for a large parking field at the front of the
property at Clayton Road. The parking on the eastern edge is designed to provide adequate distance
from adjacent neighbors allowing berms and landscape to be installed (in addition to the existing
vegetation) to buffer the private spaces of these neighbors. If needed, parking expansion can occur

north of the amphitheater extending west toward the new retail/restaurant building or at the location
labeled Canine Commons. Interior to the park, existing topography is altered to form storm water biofiltration basins south of the multipurpose/flexible outdoor space and west of the parking lot. These
basins are designed to collect 100% of the runoff from the paved areas out to Clayton Road. The basins
will filter pollutants then release the clean storm water to the retention pond below. The grading of
these basins will take into account the existing large deciduous and evergreen trees associated with
the Wirth home so as to not disturb the vitality of these species. A restroom facility is located near the
east parking lot and equally serves the multipurpose/flexible outdoor space, the pavilion and the
interior portions of the park.
At the parks west edge (Mason Village’s east and south property line) a sculpted earthen platform is
constructed from soils excavated during the construction of the retention basin. The earthen fill
elevates grade along the east and south property lines of Mason Village on which a grove of evergreen
trees are planted. These trees, over time, will screen undesirable views of the rear of the buildings and
service areas. All dead and invasive landscape in this area will be removed. The proposed contours
will blend seamlessly with existing site grades within the Mason Village property and will require
minimal reconstruction of their existing parking lot. Through the evergreen grove, passage has been
made for pedestrians who wish to enter the park from Mason Village. Because of the newly raised
elevation at this point of access, this passage will also serve as a prominent overlook.
The focal point of the park, the retention pond, will be engineered to accommodate all upstream
runoff and release it at a slower rate to preclude flooding issues downstream in the King’s Glen
neighborhood. The design of the pond will be such to provide suitable habitat for fish and other
aquatic species. A fishing pier juts into the pond and accentuates views from the restaurant terrace
toward a floating fountain. The fishing pier is covered by a trellis and contains a fire pit for use in
winter months if ice skating is allowed on the frozen pond surface.
The new Town and Country Town Square, with its rich variety of user activities, will be a place for
residents to unwind, shop, dine and recreate no matter what time of day or evening or time of year.
Whenever you come to Town Square, the diorama, the look and the feel will have changed from the
last time you visited. Town Square should serve the residents of Town and Country but also inspire
them to be proud of their community.
“The Town Square should be a safe, welcoming, comfortable, public space that accommodates users of
all ages, where friends and family can congregate to shop, dine and socialize through the day and
evening. It should reflect the character, personality, culture, and history of the community, while at
the same time addressing the interests and concerns of the adjoining property owners. It needs to be
a space that gives people a reason to come to it, along with a reason to stay and enjoy themselves.”
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Discovery Statue
Outdoor space for seasonal vendors
Commercial building (8,000 sq. ft.) with outdoor terrace
100 parking spaces + 4 spaces for pavilion
Truck service apron
Evergreen grove buffer
Existing vegetation to be preserved and enhanced
Removal of invasive plants
Pedestrian access with overlook
Children’s interactive fountain and amphitheater
Picnic pavilion
Restrooms
Stormwater retention pond with fountain
Cascading bioswale / children’s interactive water feature
Canine commons
Fishing pier with fire pit
Multi-purpose lawn area:
-kite flying
-sledding
-organized exercises / silver sneakers
-frisbee
Trail connection to Mason Rd
Trail connection to Longview Park and Clayton Rd trail
Restored prairie landscape

It is obvious that members of the Town Square Task Force have spent considerable thought, time, and effort
in to formulating a great vision for the Town and Country Town Square. The idea of creating an active,
attractive destination or "place" for the residents of your community and visitors to gather and enjoy a wide
variety of activities will help to underscore Town and Country's unique character.
The Discovery Statue is a nod to Town and Country's equine history, the Wirth's Black Smith Shop, and the
horse farms which were once plentiful in the area. We feel the bronze Discovery Statue's placement on a low
grassy knoll in proximity to Clayton Road will act as a landmark or beacon for the Town Square, identifying the
destination. This prominent location will not interfere with views from the plaza to the pond and natural area.
A curved trough water feature will be located at the base of the knoll on the Square side. The water feature
will provide white noise to baffle the traffic along Clayton Road and add a pleasant cooling effect in the
summer months. An overflow will connect to a grated runnel (paved water filled channel) which will run across
the paved area and provide a link with the "rock bottom" creek.
The Square will be shaded by a row of native trees. Seating will be provided at the base of the water feature
and along an 18' wide walk of permeable pavers encircling a central lawn. Benches and seat walls will provide
permanent seating. Folding patio tables and chairs will provide flexible seating in the warmer months, stored
away over the winter. An on grade "stage" will be located at the south end of the plaza so that spectators
will be facing the pond and natural area beyond. Broad stone and lawn steps lead to the natural area, the
"creek" and the base of the trail and will also be utilized for seating and gathering. Colorful native plants will
fill large containers for continuous seasonal interest. Site furnishings will include bike racks, drinking fountains
for visitors and their dogs, flag poles, liter and recycle receptacles, bollards and light fixtures.
The market area, located to the east of the Square, is a versatile space where the typical 10'x10' vendor
tents could be set up. Parking for vendors and shoppers will be located along the eastern property line,
these spaces could be grasscrete or permeable paving with a paved drive aisle. The restroom building, in
close proximity, will also provide storage for the Square and market.
The main parking area for the Square will be located between Straubs, and the new commercial space with a
wide, safe, landscaped walk leading to the Square. Wheel stops will be installed and parking lot islands will
not be curbed, allowing infiltration of the rain water from the parking lot. The parking aisles angle to allow for
a larger pad at the Straubs loading dock. There will be a wide landscape buffer between Straubs and the
parking lot. The new commercial buildings will be the main buffer between the back wall of Straubs and the
Square. Locating the commercial buildings adjacent to the Square, with ample parking to the rear, is
reminiscent of a European plaza and will certainly maximize the value of these properties.
A plan for removing the invasive plant material on the property, especially along the west and south property
lines will be developed. A dense screen of primarily native plants will be maintained where adjoining property
owners have requested privacy. Pedestrian and vehicular access will be provided to connect the Square to
Mason Woods Village. In order to accomplish this, grading and retaining walls will be required at the south
drive and the drive to the north will be reconfigured. The pavilion, whose design should reflect the vernacular
architecture, and a picnic area will be located in the vicinity of the existing house. Views out to the future
pond and natural area are outstanding from this vantage point. Although we are proposing that the main
restroom building be located close to the Square and market, composting toilet facilities, such as those used
in many of our State Parks could be installed in the area of the pavilion. Careful conservation of mature trees
in good health will be required.
We envision the wet detention pond to be an asset. A natural shape where the "pockets" will be rain gardens
or "marshes" with boardwalks to cross them. An aerator will help to oxygenate the pond water and keep it
clear, as will the correct native vegetation and wildlife. Native plantings will surround the pond and
discourage geese. We propose capturing rainwater uphill, through the use of permeable paving and in a
series of rain gardens, to help control run off. The field of deep rooted native prairie grasses and
wildflowers will also help to mitigate storm water runoff. Walking trails will connect the Square, pavilion,
picnic area, the Church of the Good Shepherd, Mason Woods Village, and a new crosswalk will be provided
to connect the Clayton Road Trail. Trails will have a wide mown edge which will make the "prairie" feel
intentional.
This flexible community property will allow for many types of events and activities, something to appeal to all
in the area, a wonderful asset for Town and Country.
Nafe & Associates Landscape Architects, LLC PO Box 191284 Saint Louis, Missouri 63119 314-660-2440

